
STRATEGIES FOR WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM IN MATH

In discussing Writing Across the Curriculum, mathematicians and . strategy for teaching our mathematics majors to
construct well-written proofs? I would.

Finally, open the discussion up to the whole class. Writing is a great way to engage allof your students! Jones,
R. I recommend doing a brainstorming chart before hand to scaffold them. This means that the burden of
literacy will shift to the entire teaching staff. I sprinkle these in throughout the year when they best align to the
skills I am teaching and what I see my students need. The sentence stems are helpful in getting the students
used to writing their answers in complete sentences. You can give the children writing prompts or just let them
write freely! On the left side, she directed students to define integers and construct number lines to
demonstrate relative size of integer pairs. Haiku allows multiple teachers and class rosters and comes with
built-in discussion functions, drop box space, and assessment tools quizzes and grading. In the shared writing,
students had listed 3-D shapes such as spheres, cones, cubes, and cylinders and had given real-life examples.
During revision, students added the following sentence that went beyond visualization to include attributes:
"Some 3-D figures will have vertexes corners , edges, and faces. Why Write Across the Curriculum? The
better that students write, however, the more successful they will be in all subject areas. Some changes related
to word choice "learning about geometry" became "learning and exploring geometry" , while other changes
related to geometry concepts. Think-Pair-Share: After a lecture or presentation, invite the children to record
their thoughts. We already looked at Adaptation from a social studies perspective and intertwined it with
personal narrative writing and literature. O â€” Our Thinking â€” this is where the writing comes in. That we
see so few examples of the integration of writing and mathematics in educational literature seems surprising,
considering that the mathematics education community has affirmed the importance of such integration for
many years. In one day, students could write in science, screencast in math, present in language arts, and film
in social studies. Design integrated units that culminate in multidisciplinary projects. Come back together as a
class and solve the problem together, calling on students to help you this is where the monitoring helps- you
can specifically jot down students that you want to call on. They are too important to ignore. Unit studies were
perfect for writing across the curriculum. This article presents six additional examples, including student
work, in which teachers have attended to the goals of both writing and mathematics. Have the assigned groups
solve the tasks, explain their answers, and justify their math on the chart. And they all depend on the ability to
write. Plus, imagine how much happier the science teachers will be with coherent lab reports that follow a
solid organizational plan. Benefits of Writing Across the Curriculum Explore a topic in greater depth. Let me
know in the comments. It gives them a voice and a stake in writing instruction. Use sentence stems. When
teaching narrative writing, have the students write about a day without math.


